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First Published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Japan's catapult to world economic power has inspired many studies by social scientists, but few have looked at the 45 years of
postwar Japan through the lens of history. The contributors to this book seek to offer such a view. As they examine three related
themes of postwar history, the authors describe an ongoing historical process marked by unexpected changes, such as Japan's
extraordinary economic growth, and unanticipated continuities, such as the endurance of conservative rule. A provocative set of
interpretative essays by eminent scholars, this book will appeal to anyone interested in the history of twentieth-century Japan and
the dilemmas facing Japan today.
The Grounding of Modern FeminismYale University Press
The political activities of Oklahoma Women from their involvement in organizing for the Socialist party in 1911 to their efforts to
teach women good citizenship after state suffrage in 1918. The book details Oklahoma womens' involvement in political action
groups in the early twentieth century that ran the spectrum from the socialist to the Women of the Ku Klux Klan.
This examination of feminist collaboration reconceptualizes ideas about creativity, cooperation, and competition in higher
education.
In the nascent United States, religion often functioned as a justifier of oppression. Yet while religious discourse buttressed such
oppressive activities as slavery and the destruction of native populations, oppressed communities have also made use of religion
to critique and challenge this abuse. As Liberation Theologies in the United States demonstrates, this critical use of religion has
often taken the form of liberation theologies, which use primarily Christian principles to address questions of social justice,
including racism, poverty, and other types of oppression. Stacey M. Floyd-Thomas and Anthony B. Pinn have brought together a
stellar group of liberation theology scholars to provide a synthetic introduction to the historical development, context, theory, and
goals of a range of U.S.-born liberation theologies. Chapters cover Black Theology, Womanist Theology, Latino/Hispanic
Theology, Latina Theology, Asian American Theology, Asian American Feminist Theology, Native American Theology, Native
Feminist Theology, Gay and Lesbian Theology, and Feminist Theology. Contributors: Grace Ji-Sun Kim, Mary McClintock
Fulkerson, Nancy Pineda-Madrid, Robert Shore-Goss, Andrea Smith, Andrew Sung Park, George (Tink) Tinker, and Benjamin
Valentin.

Presents essays that trace the lives and experiences of women in the United States from the colonial period to the present.
The untold history of feminist activism in the American Communist Party from the 1930s–50s and its influence on the women’s liberation
movement (Publishers Weekly). Drawing on substantial new research, historian and archivist Kate Weigand disproved the conventional
wisdom that the American Communist Party disregarded women’s issues. Weigand argues that, despite the devastating effects of antiCommunism and Stalinism on the progressive Left of the 1950s, Communist feminists such as Susan B. Anthony II, Betty Millard, and
Eleanor Flexner managed to sustain many important elements of their work into the 1960s, when a new generation took up their cause and
built an effective movement for women’s liberation. Red Feminism provides a more complex view of the history of the modern women’s
movement, showing how key Communist activists came to understand gender, sexism, and race as central components of culture,
economics, and politics in American society.
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With suffrage secured in 1920, feminists faced the challenge of how to keep their momentum going. As the center of the movement shrank, a
small, self-appointed vanguard of “modern” women carried the cause forward in life and work. Feminism as Life’s Work profiles four of these
women: the author Inez Haynes Irwin, the historian Mary Ritter Beard, the activist Doris Stevens, and Lorine Pruette, a psychologist. Their lifestories, told here in full for the first time, embody the changes of the first four decades of the twentieth century—and complicate what we know
of the period. Through these women’s intertwined stories, Mary Trigg traces the changing nature of the women’s movement across turbulent
decades rent by world war, revolution, global depression, and the rise of fascism. Criticizing the standard division of feminist activism as a
series of historical waves, Trigg exposes how Irwin, Beard, Stevens, and Pruette helped push the U.S. feminist movement to victory and
continued to propel it forward from the 1920s to the 1960s, decades not included in the “wave” model. At a time widely viewed as the
“doldrums” of feminism, the women in this book were in fact taking the cause to new sites: the National Women’s Party; sexuality and
relations with men; marriage; and work and financial independence. In their utopian efforts to reshape work, sexual relations, and marriage,
modern feminists ran headlong into the harsh realities of male power, the sexual double standard, the demands of motherhood, and
gendered social structures. In Feminism as Life’s Work, Irwin, Beard, Stevens, and Pruette emerge as the heirs of the suffrage movement,
guardians of a long feminist tradition, and catalysts of the belief in equality and difference. Theirs is a story of courage, application, and
perseverance—a story that revisits the “bleak and lonely years” of the U.S. women’s movement and emerges with a fresh perspective of the
history of this pivotal era.
This Veritas edition of Nancy Cott’s acclaimed study includes a new introduction by the author, situating the work for a new generation of
readers. “Elegant and convincing. . . . Better than any other work available, The Bonds of Womanhood describes both the classic attitudes of
the nineteenth century toward women and the opposition to the oppression of women in the historical context from which they grew.”—Willie
Lee Rose, New York Review of Books “A lovely, gentle, scholarly, and valuable book.”—Doris Grumbach, New York Times Book Review
In the post-Civil War period, Southern women slowly shook loose from the longstanding image of the lady on the pedestal and, through club
work and group association, developed independence and began to affect public life. One such notable new woman was Charleston's Susan
Pringle Frost (1873-1960). This book recounts the life story of this active woman, describing her background, philosophy, and
accomplishments in the area of advancing the image of the woman in society. A member of an illustrious old family, Frost constantly
challenged convention, as a federal district court stenographer, as a real estate woman with an office in the professional district, as a
women's rights advocate. She helped get women admitted to the College of Charleston and headed city and state National Woman's Party
efforts to achieve women's suffrage and later, the Equal Rights Amendment. Bland asserts that Frost is chiefly important, however, as an
historic preservationist. In a rapidly expanding sweep, beginning about 1909, Miss Frost bought and renovated numerous houses in the
historic East Battery ristrict. Indebtedness mounted, and to aid her efforts she founded and for many years headed the Preservation Society
of Charleston. On several Charleston civic commissions and, in her seventies, still a member of the Zoning Board, Susan Frost was a lifelong worker for city betterment and tirelessly monitored Charleston preservation efforts. Preserving Charleston's Past, Shaping Its Future
shows how a preservation pioneer, Susan Pringle Frost, helped shape the Southern new woman image and served as a role model for
women of all generations.
Publisher description
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As regards both academic historians and popular understandings since the rise of the Religious Right in the 1980s, analysis of American
fundamentalism has neglected a large body of literature about gender roles and social conventions. Betty A. DeBerg's groundbreaking study
fills that important gap, analyzing the roots and character of fundamentalism in light of rapid changes and severe disruptions in gender-role
ideology and actual social behavior in America between 1880 and 1930. Unlike interpreters such as George Marsden -- who has seen the
contemporary Religious Right's concerns over feminism, abortion, and the breakdown of the family as recent developments -- DeBerg
convincingly argues that these concerns were central in the "first wave of American fundamentalism." - Back cover.
Christopher C. Langdell (1826-1906) is one of the most influential figures in the history of American professional education. As dean of
Harvard Law School from 1870 to 1895, he conceived, designed, and built the educational model that leading professional schools in virtually
all fields subsequently emulated. In this first full-length biography of the educator and jurist, Bruce Kimball explores Langdell's controversial
role in modern professional education and in jurisprudence. Langdell founded his model on the idea of academic meritocracy. According to
this principle, scholastic achievement should determine one's merit in professional life. Despite fierce opposition from students, faculty,
alumni, and legal professionals, he designed and instituted a formal system of innovative policies based on meritocracy. This system's
components included the admission requirement of a bachelor's degree, the sequenced curriculum and its extension to three years, the
hurdle of annual examinations for continuation and graduation, the independent career track for professional faculty, the transformation of the
professional library into a scholarly resource, the inductive pedagogy of teaching from cases, the organization of alumni to support the school,
and a new, highly successful financial strategy. Langdell's model was subsequently adopted by leading law schools, medical schools,
business schools, and the schools of other professions. By the time of his retirement as dean at Harvard, Langdell's reforms had shaped the
future model for professional education throughout the United States.
Common Sense and a Little Fire traces the personal and public lives of four immigrant women activists who left a lasting imprint on American
politics. Though they have rarely had more than cameo appearances in previous histories, Rose Schneiderman, Fannia Cohn, Clara Lemlich
Shavelson, and Pauline Newman played important roles in the emergence of organized labor, the New Deal welfare state, adult education,
and the modern women's movement. Orleck takes her four subjects from turbulent, turn-of-the-century Eastern Europe to the radical ferment
of New York's Lower East Side and the gaslit tenements where young workers studied together. Drawing from the women's writings and
speeches, she paints a compelling picture of housewives' food and rent protests, of grim conditions in the garment shops, of factory-floor
friendships that laid the basis for a mass uprising of young women garment workers, and of the impassioned rallies working women
organized for suffrage. From that era of rebellion, Orleck charts the rise of a distinctly working-class feminism that fueled poor women's
activism and shaped government labor, tenant, and consumer policies through the early 1950s.
When the French actress Sarah Bernhardt made her first American tour in 1880, the term feminism had not yet entered our national
vocabulary. But over the course of the next half-century, a rising generation of daring actresses and comics brought a new kind of woman to
center stage. Exploring and exploiting modern fantasies and fears about female roles and gender identity, these performers eschewed
theatrical convention and traditional notions of womanly modesty. They created powerful images of themselves as ambitious, independent,
and sexually expressive New Women. Female Spectacle reveals the theater to have been a powerful new source of cultural authority and
visibility for women. Ironically, theater also provided an arena in which producers and audiences projected the uncertainties and hostilities
that accompanied changing gender relations. From Bernhardt's modern methods of self-promotion to Emma Goldman's political theatrics,
from the female mimics and Salome dancers to the upwardly striving chorus girl, Glenn shows us how and why theater mattered to women
and argues for its pivotal role in the emergence of modern feminism.
Nancy F. Cott offers a new interpretation of feminism in the United States during the early decades of the century -- a period traditionally
viewed as one in which women won the right to vote and then lost interest in feminist issues. Cott contends that the decades between 1910
and 1930 revealed a crisis of transition in which the nineteenth-century "woman movement" was left behind and modern feminism was
inaugurated. Cott argues that in contrast to the nineteenth-century "cause of woman" or claim for "woman's rights"--In which the singular noun
symbolized the unity of the female sex-- feminists of the early twentieth century wished to refute the premise of a singular "woman": they
recognized increasing heterogeneity and diverse loyalties among women, and championed individual variability. This history -- the story of
women who first claimed the name of feminists -- builds a necessary bridge between the presuffrage era and today. -- From publisher's
description.
Conflicts in Feminism proposes new strategies for negotiating and practicing conflict in feminism. Noted scholars and writers examine the
most critically divisive issues within feminism today with sensitivity to all sides of the debates. By analyzing how the debates have worked for
and against feminism, and by promoting dialogue across a variety of contexts, these provocative essays explore the roots of divisiveness
while articulating new models for a productive discourse of difference.
The sheer number of publications on Feminism make it difficult for students who approach the subject for the first time to gain a sense of
what the main issues and interpretations are. This book addresses this by offering students an overview of feminism and its history across
several countries and time periods, along with an annotated guide to direct them in their further reading. Feminism by June Hannam provides
comprehensive coverage right from how feminists began to write the history of their movement as early as the late nineteenth century to the
impact feminism has had on higher education. The text also looks in depth at propaganda and the cult of the heroine in suffrage campaigning
and how ‘first wave’ feminists constructed their own history which then affected future generations of historians, and activists.

The nineteenth century, a time of far-reaching cultural, political, and socio-economic transformation in Europe, brought about
fundamental changes in the role of women. Women achieved this by fighting for their rights in the legal, economic, and political
spheres. In the various parts of Europe, this process went forward at a different pace and followed different patterns. Most
historical research up to now has ignored this diversity, preferring to focus on women’s emancipation movements in major
western European countries such as Britain and France. The present volume provides a broader context to the movement by
including countries both large and small from all regions of Europe. Fourteen historians, all of them specialists in women’s history,
examine the origins and development of women’s emancipation movements in their respective areas of expertise. By exploring
the cultural and political diversity of nineteenth-century Europe and at the same time pointing out connections to questions
explored by conventional scholarship, the essays shed new light on common developments and problems.
More than 150 alphabetically arranged entries on topics, thinkers, religions, movements, and concepts locate sexuality in its
humanistic and social contexts.
The twentieth century was a time of great transformation in the roles of American women. Women have always worked and raised
families, but, theoretically, the world opened up to them with new opportunities to participate fully in society, from voting, to
controlling their reproductive cycle, to running a Fortune 500 company. This content-rich overview of women's roles in the modern
age is a must-have for every library to fill the gap in resources about women's lives. Students and general readers will trace the
development of American women of different classes and ethnicities in education, the home, the law, politics, religion, work, and
the arts from the Progressive Era to the new millennium. The twentieth century was a time of great transformation in the roles of
American women. Women have always worked and raised families, but, theoretically, the world opened up to them with new
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opportunities to participate fully in society, from voting, to controlling their reproductive cycle, to running a Fortune 500 company.
This content-rich overview of women's roles in the modern age is a must-have for every library to fill the gap in resources about
women's lives. Students and general readers will trace the development of American women of different classes and ethnicities in
education, the home, the law, politics, religion, work, and the arts from the Progressive Era to the new millennium. Each narrative
chapter covers a crucial topic in women's lives and encapsulates the twentieth-century growth and changes. Women's
participation in the workforce with its challenges, opportunities, and gains is the focus of Chapter 1. The developing role of women
and the family, taking into consideration consumerism and feminism, is the subject of Chapter 2. Chapter 3 explores women and
pop culture and the arts-their roles as creators and subjects. Chapter 4 covers education from the early century's access to higher
education until today's female hyperachiever. Chapter 5 discusses women and government, from winning the vote through the
battle for the Equal Rights Amendment, to Women's Lib, and public office holding. Chapter 6 addresses women and the law, their
rights, their use of the law, their practice of it, and court cases affecting them. The final chapter overviews women and religious
participation and roles in various denominations. An historical introduction, timeline, photos, and selected bibliography round out
the coverage.
The 1980s and 1990s have seen an unprecedented emphasis on global feminism, on the connectedness of women regardless of
race, class, or geography. And yet, the status and position of women throughout the world remains enormously disparate. Even so
fundamental an issue as a woman's right to vote has been--and in many countries continues to be--hotly contested. How then
have suffrage movements evolved? What are the similarities and differences in the manner in which women, in a range of different
economic, religious, and political contexts, have sought the vote? Bringing together such eminent scholars as Nancy Cott, Ellen
Dubois, and Carole Pateman, Suffrage and Beyond offers a comprehensive look at the political history of suffrage on a global
scale.
"A fine introduction to the bold, contentious, complicated women who categorically refused to be good little girls, and thereby
changed the way our culture defines male-female relations".--Voice Literary Supplement.
"The time has come to define feminism; it is no longer possible to ignore it." The Century Magazine, 1914 In this landmark addition
to scholarship, Nancy F. Cott, author of The Bonds of Womanhood, offers a new interpretation of American feminism during the
early decades of this century--a period traditionally viewed as on in which women won the right to vote and then lost interest in
feminist issues. Cott argues instead that his period was a time of crisis and transition from the nineteenth-century "woman
movement' to the beginning of modern feminism. Many of the issues that are central to women today, says Cott, were firmly
articulated in the early decades of this century. For example, the problem of defining sexual equality so as to recognize sexual
difference between men and women, the ambiguous potential of a movement seeking individual freedoms for women by
mobilizing sex solidarity, and the tensions involved in attaining full expression in work and love are all enduring elements of
feminism seized upon by women of the 1910s and 1920s. First discussing how feminism was indebted to its predecessors, Cott
shows that increasing heterogeneity and diverse loyalties among women in the early twentieth century contradicted the premise of
the nineteenth-century "cause of woman" (the singular noun symbolizing the unity of the female sex). From this crisis emerged
feminism, championing individual variability and refuting the premise that a singular "woman" existed. Cott focuses on the suffragecampaign milieu in which feminism arose, giving particular attention to the character and role of the National Woman's Party from
its militant suffrage days to its advocacy of the equal right amendment in the 1920s. Against prevailing interpretations of the
decline of women's political activities after 1920, Cott counterposes the swelling numbers in women's voluntary associations and
their political efforts. She also analyzes the pitfalls that awaited women who tried for effectiveness in the male-dominated political
parties. She sets the controversy over the equal rights amendment in new context, discussing the full dimensions of the conflict as
not merely over personalities, tactics, or class loyalties, but as a signal example of the modern problem of capturing sexual
equality and sexual difference in law. The book explores the irony-strewn path of women who as aspiring professionals and
political actors attempted to put into practice the feminist intent to replace the abstraction "woman" with, instead, "the human sex."
This history--the story of women who first claimed the name feminists--builds an essential bridge between the presuffrage period
and today.
A chronicle of the Progressive movement discusses such events as the drive to check the growth of large corporations, the effort
to redefine the social class structure, the careers of Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson, and the rise in radicalism. Reprint.
Discusses the role of women during World War II and in the postwar years of both expanding and contracting opportunities for
them, as many sought their rightful place as full American citizens.
"Unbearable Weight is brilliant. From an immensely knowledgeable feminist perspective, in engaging, jargonless (!) prose, Bordo
analyzes a whole range of issues connected to the body—weight and weight loss, exercise, media images, movies, advertising,
anorexia and bulimia, and much more—in a way that makes sense of our current social landscape—finally! This is a great book for
anyone who wonders why women's magazines are always describing delicious food as 'sinful' and why there is a cake called
Death by Chocolate. Loved it!"—Katha Pollitt, Nation columnist and author of Subject to Debate: Sense and Dissents on Women,
Politics, and Culture (2001)
Applies the interdisciplinary insights of performance studies to the life of Chicago's Hull-House settlement
Of crucial strategic importance to both the British and the Continental Army, Staten Island was, for a good part of the American
Revolution, a bastion of Loyalist support. With its military and political significance, Staten Island provides rich terrain for Phillip
Papas's illuminating case study of the local dimensions of the Revolutionary War. Papas traces Staten Island's political sympathies
not to strong ties with Britain, but instead to local conditions that favored the status quo instead of revolutionary change. With a
thriving agricultural economy, stable political structure, and strong allegiance to the Anglican Church, on the eve of war it was in
Staten Island's self-interest to throw its support behind the British, in order to maintain its favorable economic, social, and political
climate. Over the course of the conflict, continual occupation and attack by invading armies deeply eroded Staten Island's natural
and other resources, and these pressures, combined with general war weariness, created fissures among the residents of “that
ever loyal island,” with Loyalist neighbors fighting against Patriot neighbors in a civil war. Papas’s thoughtful study reminds us that
the Revolution was both a civil war and a war for independence—a duality that is best viewed from a local perspective.
Only in recent decades has the American academic profession taken women’s history seriously. But the very concept of women’s
history has a much longer past, one that’s intimately entwined with the development of American advertising and consumer
culture. Selling Women’s History reveals how, from the 1900s to the 1970s, popular culture helped teach Americans about the
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accomplishments of their foremothers, promoting an awareness of women’s wide-ranging capabilities. On one hand, Emily
Westkaemper examines how this was a marketing ploy, as Madison Avenue co-opted women’s history to sell everything from
Betsy Ross Red lipstick to Virginia Slims cigarettes. But she also shows how pioneering adwomen and female historians used
consumer culture to publicize histories that were ignored elsewhere. Their feminist work challenged sexist assumptions about
women’s subordinate roles. Assessing a dazzling array of media, including soap operas, advertisements, films, magazines,
calendars, and greeting cards, Selling Women’s History offers a new perspective on how early- and mid-twentieth-century women
saw themselves. Rather than presuming a drought of female agency between the first and second waves of American feminism, it
reveals the subtle messages about women’s empowerment that flooded the marketplace.
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